CASE STUDY

NATURA ARTIS MAGISTRA
ARTIS
Natura Artis Magistra is the first zoo that was founded in The Netherlands and is located in the city centre of Amsterdam. Artis is a haven
of peace to its many visitors, a place where since 1838 history has
been written. Natura Artis Magistra is a national institute with a city
park, where people, animals, microbes, trees, plants, stars, museums,
art and heritage meet. It inspires and astonishes people and teaches
them all about nature and mankind.
Natura Artis Magistra houses some 900 animal species, among which
are zebras, elephants and chimpanzees. Artis is, however, more than
just an animal park. With over 300 types of trees and many wonderful
gardens, Artis can be described as the ‘greenest, most natural’ spot
in Amsterdam.
Artis also includes the biggest planetarium of The Netherlands as well as a lot of 19th century architecture.

MICROPIA
Micropia was opened in October 2014 and is a part of Natura Artis
Historia. It is the first museum in the world revealling the invisible world
of micro-organisms. The historical member rooms (‘ledenlokalen’),
one of the listed buildings of the well-known Artisplein, were chosen
as a location for the museum.
Micropia wants to excite a vast audience of a young age by
showing them the smallest and most popular organisms. In addition
to a museum, Micropia is also a platform, a link between the public
and science. To see and to experience are central, always focussing on the (overall positive) relation between the microbe and the
visitor themselves.

‘RECREATEX IS THE PERFECT TOOL FOR
ANALYZING MARKETING CAMPAIGNS’

CHOOSING GANTNER AND RECREATEX
Natura Artis Magistra started using our software application Recreatex in December 2014 for counter sales and retail, as
well as for managing membership and visitors administration. In order to assure quick visitor access and flow, they also
opted for an integration with our access control system.
The need for a more stable system within Artis required a new software application to be implemented. To be able to make
a well-considered choice, an external project manager was appointed and different working groups were established. All
needs were gathered and a selection of suppliers was contacted through a tender.
After a thorough analysis, Artis chose GANTNER Ticketing, not only for its knowledge and experience in the sector but also
because the look and feel of the POS system strongly appealed.
Another decisive element was a possible integration with the current CRM software system Scope and the financial processing program Exact. GANTNER Ticketing could offer the appropriate tools to enable a good interaction between all software
systems.

RECREATEX @ WORK
For fast and easy processing of ticket sales
and bookings, Artis uses different Recreatex
modules such as Ticketing, POS, Membership,
Bookings and Group bookings. The group
bookings module allows for fast processing and
building of an itinerary for an organisations visit.
For good policy making, it is also very important to have the right information. A number of
financial Recreatex modules, such as Financial
administration, Direct debit, Stock and Business
intelligence offer the necessary support for
this. The Recreatex platform is for example by
default provided with very extensive management reporting possibilities. The Recreatex
Business Intelligence tool has been specifically developed to quickly create pivot tables,
charts and data sheets about Key Performance Indicators. By means of views and queries on
the SQL database, all information can in no time be transferred to the ciphers the organisation needs.
The Webshop allows visitors to order their tickets online. Of course tickets can also be bought
at the entrance at one of the seven POS systems.
Physical access control systems have not been installed at the entrance of the zoo. An enthusiastic Artis employee welcomes all visitors and scans the ticket using a mobile scanner. This
personal approach fully fits the zoo’s policy.
The souvenir shop has been provided with POS systems for selling shop articles through Recreatex. In Micropia, two POS systems and a self-service kiosk have been installed for buying
tickets. Here they did opt for integration with physical acess control systems.

Kiosk @ Micropia

SCOPE
Artis is a much loved zoo, which is why they have over 90,000 members All
membership data and members administration are processed with the software
application Scope. Scope CRM is used for price calculation and validity check of
memberships as well.
Since Recreatex is now used for invoicing and access control, a good interaction
between Recreatex and Scope was primary. GANTNER Ticketing closely collaborated with Scope and achieved a successful interfacing, offering an important
added value to Artis.

ADVANTAGES
“One of the major advantages of Recreatex is the speed and ease with which
detailed information can be called up, which results in excellent reporting possibilities. Another plus for us is the pleasant user interface and easy way of invoicing. Of
course, also the perfect interaction between Scope and Recreatex is a key-factor
for fast POS sales.
If we have questions, we can always contact the Customer Service Center. GANTNER
Ticketing has a very helpful team with lots of experience and knowledge, which
also guaranteed an excellent course of events during implementation of Recreatex.
When developing features, GANTNER Ticketing tries not to focus on the needs of
one specific customer but considers the more general value for several customers
so that external factors do not have an impeding effect”, says Erik Bakker, Head of
Planning & Control.
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